Visions and Voices and the USC Libraries have collaborated to create a series of resource guides that allow you to build on your experiences at many Visions and Voices events. Explore the resources listed below and continue your journey of inquiry and discovery!

**SHINING A LIGHT ON CORRUPTION**
The Story of Two Journalists in the Republic of China

**USC LIBRARIES RESOURCE GUIDE**

**Event Date:** October 1, 2010  
**Librarian:** Ken Klein  
**LibGuide URL:** libguides.usc.edu/taolee

Tao Lee and Vicky Lee, husband and wife, are broadcast journalists in Taiwan. Tao Lee was an early critic of Li Tenghui's presidency, but later, after the Democratic Progressive Party candidate, Chen Shui-bian, was elected president, they were both suspected of being closet supporters of the Pan-Blue Coalition (Chinese nationalist), as opposed to the Pan-Green Coalition (Taiwan nationalist) represented most prominently by President Chen. This is due to the Lees' persistent campaign to expose corrupt activities of Chen Shui-bian and his family. Their guiding principle has been: “Where there's evil, report the evil.”

Please see the online version of this research guide at libguides.usc.edu/taolee for much more, including links to Taiwanese news sources on the Internet.

**Sorting Out Names**

- **English names:** Tao Lee & Vicky Lee  
- **Chinese names:** 李濤 & 李艷秋  
- **Pinyin:** Li Tao & Li Yanqiu  
- **Wade-Giles:** Li T’ao & Li Yen-ch’iu

**Library Resources for Taiwanese News**

To access the following resources, enter their titles into the search box from the E-Resources tab at www.usc.edu/libraries.

- ABI/INFORM Global  
- Factiva  
- Facts on File World News Digest -AND- Issues and Controversies  
- Foreign Broadcast Information Service Electronic Index (1975–1996)  
- Global Newsbank  
- LexisNexis Academic  
- World News Connection

**Internet Resources on Taiwan Politics**

- **USCI Symposium Explores the Taiwan Vote**  
- USC US-China Institute's coverage of the 2008 election  
- http://china.usc.edu/ShowArticle.aspx?articleID=986

- **Times Topics: Chen Shui-bian**  
- Includes introductory text by Michael Wines of the New York Times, as well as links to other Times coverage of the former president  
- http://topics.nytimes.com/top/reference/timestopics/people/c/_chen_shuibian

**Internet Resources on China, Taiwan and Macao**

- **MyEgov**  
- The E-government Entry Point of Taiwan  
- Chinese: www.gov.tw  

- **Resources from the Chinese University of Hong Kong**  
- www.lib.cuhk.edu.hk/electronic/region.htm

- **Taiwan Society and Culture Complete Report**  
- A library e-resource produced by World Trade Press  
Books on Politics in Taiwan

*Presidential Politics in Taiwan: The Administration of Chen Shui-bian*
Edited by Steven M. Goldstein and Julian Chang
VKC Library DS799.847.P74 2008

*陳水扁的真面目 (Chen Shuibian de zhen mian mu)*
By 李敖 (Ao Li)

*Democratization in Taiwan: Challenges in Transformation*
By Philip Paolino
VKC Library JQ1536.D44 2008

*憲政改革與國家發展：2005年臺灣憲改經驗 (Xian zheng gai ge yu guo jia fa zhan: 2005 nian Taiwan xian gai jing yan)*
By 林文程 (Wencheng Lin)
East Asian Library KNP205.X53 2006

*The generalissimo: Chiang Kai-shek and the struggle for modern China*
By Jay Taylor

*The Last Empress: Madame Chiang Kai-Shek and the birth of modern China*
By Hannah Pakula

*Party Politics in Taiwan: Party Change and the Democratic Evolution of Taiwan, 1991–2004*
By Dafydd Fell
VKC Library JQ1539.A45F45

*The Political System of Taiwan*
Edited by Markus Porsche-Ludwig
VKC Library DS799.847.P65 2009